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What is $WEWE?
Welcome to the world of $WEWE! It's not just any memecoin, it's an all-inclusive meme party bus
on the crypto highway! Cooked up in the imaginative labs of W3, it's brimming with fun, infused
with positive vibes, and built on a solid foundation of trust, technology and community spirit.

$WEWE isn't just for those who ride the crypto waves, it's for the fearless surfers who laugh
and do backflips on those waves, It’s a coin that dances to the beat of optimism, throwing a
spotlight on those who not only endure market volatility but do it with a smile and a bucket-
load of hope for the future. $WEWE is the perfect coin for those who laugh and twirl regardless
of market trends. Think of it as the crypto market's cheerleader, So come along and make some
waves with $WEWE, because here, the party never stops and the positivity never dips!

Tokenomics?
Tokens will be allocated according to the following tiers:

PRESALE - 40%

LIQUIDITY POOL - 22%

MARKETING - 8%



DEVELOPMENT - 7.5%

AIRDROPS - 7.5%

$WEWE DELEGATES - 5%

STAKING - 5%

$WEWE TEAM - 5%

TOTAL SUPPLY: 420,690,000,000

Tokens allocated for presale will be available for everyone who participate in the presale.

Tokens allocated for vault will be locked away for safekeeping.

Tokens allocated for marketing and development will be used for the growth of $WEWE ecosystem.

Tokens allocated for airdrops will be used for airdrop raffles across $WEWE social media.

Tokens allocated for $WEWE Team will be distributed to team members of $WEWE.

Presale?
The $WEWE memecoin will hold a presale exclusively for early contributors. This presale is an
opportunity for contributors to invest in $WEWE before it hits the market. During the presale,
participants can contribute any amount between 0.01 ETH to 5 ETH. All proceeds from the presale
will go towards funding the liquidity pool for the $WEWE token.



After the $WEWE token launches, presale contributors will be able to claim a percentage of the
tokens allocated for presale based on their contribution ratio. This allows presale
contributors to benefit from the early investment and support of the $WEWE token.

Overall, the $WEWE presale is an exciting opportunity for contributors to get in on the ground
floor of a promising memecoin and help support its growth and development.

How to participate in presale?
You can participate in the presale in two different ways:

WAY 1 - Send ETH to wewepresale.eth (0xd1BDC20b56a7bf212EE0c7C4C0F69aE175186df5)

OR

WAY 2 - Participate using the presale smart contract

Participate via contract

Note: If you are sending ETH to wewepresale.eth, send ONLY ETH. And do not send from a CEX (binance,
coinbase, kucoin, etc).

Airdrops?
W3 Labs has allocated 7.5% of tokens for airdrops, which will be distributed in two tiers. The
first tier consists of 5% of tokens, which will be reserved exclusively for WNS (Web3 Name
Service) holders. These tokens will be distributed weekly starting from one week post-launch.
WNS holders will have the opportunity to receive 1% of tokens every week for the first five
weeks after the launch.

https://etherscan.io/address/0xd1BDC20b56a7bf212EE0c7C4C0F69aE175186df5
https://wewe.wtf/presale


The second tier comprises 2.5% of tokens, which will be allocated to social media giveaways.
These giveaways will be an exciting opportunity for those who are not yet part of the $WEWE
community to learn more about it and potentially receive tokens. The airdrop giveaways are an
excellent way for users to support the project and earn rewards, while also promoting awareness
of the $WEWE token.

Marketing and development?
While $WEWE is first and foremost a memecoin designed for fun and laughter, that doesn't mean
it can't evolve into something more. The tokens allocated for marketing and development are an
essential component of this growth, as they will be used to fund the continued development and
expansion of the $WEWE ecosystem.

At W3, we believe that any interesting idea has the potential to become a reality. We're always
open to new ideas that can help grow the $WEWE community. By staying open and adaptable, $WEWE
can continue to evolve and grow alongside the changing cryptocurrency market. We're excited to
see what the future holds for $WEWE.

Staking?
5% of $WEWE tokens will be allocated for staking, providing users with an exciting opportunity
to earn rewards for holding their tokens.

$WEWE encourages users to become active participants in the network and support the growth of
the project. Staking $WEWE tokens not only provides users with the opportunity to earn rewards
but also helps to increase the security and stability of the network. Stay tuned for more
information on the staking process and how to participate in this exciting opportunity.



$WEWE Delegates?
$WEWE delegates will elevate the $WEWE community and generate widespread awareness about $WEWE
on the influential platform of Twitter.

A delegates fund equivalent to 5% of the total $WEWE supply will be allocated and securely
locked in a smart contract. Starting from the launch of $WEWE, 1% of the tokens will be
distributed to the delegates on a weekly basis for the first five weeks until all tokens have
been dispersed.

Apply for Delegates

Links?
Twitter

Telegram

Discord

Etherscan

CoinMarketCap

Uniswap
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